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Let K be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K, and let A be an H 
order in a separable K-algebra A. A. Frohlich [4] introduced the locally free 
Picard group of A, which is denoted by LFP(,4). This is defined to be the 
group of all isomorphism types of invertible /i-/i-bimodules in A which are 
locally free as left n-modules. As usual, the locally free class group of ,4 is 
denoted by C(A). It is noted that if/i is commutative, then LFP(/I) z C(/i). 
Let Aut(/l) be the group of all automorphisms of n and let In(A) be the 
subgroup of Aut(/i) consisting of all inner automorphisms of/i. Let cent@) 
denote the center of /i. An automorphism f of /i is called a central 
automorphism iff(c) = c for any c C ccnt(/i). WC denote by Autccnt(/l) the 
subgroup of Aut(/l) consisting of all central automorphisms of A, and define 
Outcent = Autcent(/i)/In(/l). Fundamental properties of the groups 
LFP(A) and Outcent were systematically studied by Friihlich, Reiner and 
Ullom (4, 5 1. 
Let G be a finite group and let LG be its integral group ring. We denote 
by C, the cyclic group of order n, by D, the dihedral group of order 2n and 
by H, the quaternion group of order 4n. Frohlich, Reiner and Ullom 
computed LFP(ZG) and Outccnt(LG) when G = D,, II, or D,, p an odd 
prime. 
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The purpose of this paper is to determine the groups LFP(ZG) and 
Outcent or their orders for more general metacyclic groups G. 
Assume that G is one of the following groups: 
(i) the semidirect product C, . C, of C, by C, such that (9, n) = 1 
and C,, acts faithfully on each Sylow subgroup of C,, or 
(ii) the dihedral group D,, n > 3. 
In Section 3 we show that for any prime p, Outcent(Z,G) = 1, where Z, 
denotes the ring of p-adic integers, and that LFP(ZG) z C(cent(LG)) 
(Theorem 3.3). In Sections 4 and 5 we obtain explicit formulas for the 
groups LFP(7G) and Outcent or their orders (Theorems 4.8 and 5.6). 
Further, in Section 6 we note that for any prime p there exists a p-group H 
such that neither Outcent nor Outcent(k,H) is abelian. 
1. FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES 
We here recall the results of Frohlich, Reiner and Ullom 14, 5 ]. 
Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K and let /i be an R-order 
in a separable K-algebra A. 
For f E Autcent(/i), let /i, be the A-/i-bimodule with the additive 
structure of /i, but with the action of/i twisted by f on the right, i.e., given 
by c1 . j’. ,0 = ayJ(j3) for a,/?, y E /i. Then the map f + A, induces a 
monomorphism w: Outcent + LFP(,4). In particular, suppose that R is a 
discrete valuation ring. Then o is an isomorphism, and if ii is an Azumaya 
algebra over cent(n), then Outcent 2 LFP(/I) = 1. 
For a prime ideal P of R we denote the completions of R, A,... at P by 
R,, Apr..., respectively. Let ?I* be the set of all prime ideals P of R such that 
A, is not an Azumaya algebra over cent@,,). It is well known that 
1 r-’ .\ <a. 
Let a be an invertible ideal of R. Then it is clear that a/i is an invertibie 
/i -- A-bimodule in A. The map a + a/l induces a monomorphism 
V: C(cent(n)) --+ LFP(/I). It is noted that C(cent(/l)) is embedded in the 
center of LFP(/I) by V. Furthermore there exists a natural epimorphism 
p: LFP(/1) + 1 I,,-, LFP(/1,) = nPEr,, Outcent( 
THEOREM 1.1 [4, Theorem 6; 5, Proposition 3.61. The sequence 
1 - C(cent(n)) -% LFP(/I) J% n Outcent - 1 
PC’, 
is exacl. 
The group of units in a ring r is denoted by U(f). 
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By the definition of LFP(/I), there is a natural homomorphism 
0: LFP(/1) + C(A). Let L-Conj(n) be the set of R-orders in A locally 
isomorphic to /i. Then U(A) acts on L-Conj(/i) by conjugation. Let L- 
Conj@)/U(A) denote the set of orbits of L-Conj(n) under this action 
of U(A). 
THEOREM 1.2 [S, Theorem 1.321. Suppose that the cancellation law 
holds for locally free A-modules. Then the sequence of groups 
1 - Outcent %LFP(I1)~C(/i)--+CokerB--t 1 
is exact, and Coker 82 L-Conj(/l)/U(A) as sets. 
It is noted that if R is the ring of integers in an algebraic number field K, 
then /i satisfies the hypothesis in Theorem 1.2 when A satisfies the Eichler 
condition. Hereafter, we treat R-orders with the hypothesis in Theorem 1.2. 
Let /i, /i, be R-orders in separable K-algebras A, A,, respectively. 
Suppose that there is a surjection g: /i -+ II, as R-algebras. Then there exists 
a central idempotent e of A such that A, 5 Ae as K-algebras, and we have 
,4 1 2 /i/n f7 A( 1 - e) as R-algebras. Hence g induces homomorphisms 
g”: Autcent(/l) + Autcent(/i ,) and g”: Outcent + Outcent(/l,). 
Consider a pullback diagram of R-algebras with g, T g,, h,: h, surjections 
A &AZ 
ix, 
I 
h, 
J 
A*L Yi 
where ,4 and ,4, x /i, are R-orders in the same separable K-algebra. This 
yields a pullback diagram of groups 
Autcent(/l) fi; Autcent(/i 2) 
I 
87 
1 
h; 
Autcent(n ,) z Aut(2). 
Further this induces a commutative diagram of groups 
Outcent -% Outcent(/i *) 
I 
n; 
I 
/I; 
Outcent@ ,) -% Out(i) = Aut(/i)/In(~). 
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For a unit u in a ring f, we denote by 1, the inner automorphism 
‘/‘lqd, 7 E II For subgroups H,, H, of a group G: we write H, . Hz = 
b,x,lx,EH,,x,EH,l. 
LEMMA 1.3. h,(U(A,)) . h,(U(/i,)) n U(cent(/i)) is a subgroup of 
U(cent(/l)), and there exists a group isomorphism 
Ker(go go) ~ h,(W,)) . h2(WA2))n u(cent(j)) 
I: 2 
h,(WcentV,))) . h2(u(cent(A2))) ’ 
ProoJ Write H = h,(U(/i ,)) . h,(Cl(A,)) f? V(cent(/l)). Then it is clear 
that H is a subgroup of U(cent@)). Letf E Autcent(n) such that g:(f) = I,! 
and g;(j) = I,,? for some U, E U(/1,) and u2 E U(A2). Then I,,,,,,,, = L,,:,,,~, and 
so 12: = h,(u,) h,(u,)-’ E H. It is easy to see that the correspondence f + IL’ 
induces a group isomorphism as desired. 
From now on we assume tht A, and /i are commutative. 
LEMMA 1.4. g,(cent(n)) = cent(n ,) and g, ‘(cent@ ,)) = cent(/i). 
ProoJ Let c, E cent@,), and let c E ,4 such that g,(c) = c,. Then 
k - cl E Ker g, for any I, E /i. But ,k - ci. E Ker g, because ,4 J is 
commutative. Since Ker g, n Ker g, = 0, it follows that 1~ = cj. for any 
d E A. which implies that c E cent(A). 
By assumption, Autcent(/i2) = Outcent = 1. and so the sequence 
1 + Autcent(n) 3 Autcent(n ,) 2 Aut(/l) 
is exact. Since h;l(In(n ,)) = 1 and Aut(/l) = Out(x). the sequence 
Outcent 2 Outcent(/i ,) -2 Aut(/i) 
is also exact. As a special case of Lemma 1.3, we have 
LEMIIA 1.5 14, Lemma D]. 
Ker g~~h,(U(A,))lh,(U(cent(/i,))). !h,(u(A,))nh2(u(n2))). 
Let x, : C(cent(/i ,)) + C(/i ,) denote the map induced by ring extension. 
and let K: Outcent + [.IpE!:,, Outcent(n,,) and K, : Outcent(n ,) + 
J&,. ,,1 Outcent((/i ,),,) denote the natural maps. 
LEMMA 1.6. There exists an exact sequence 
l+KerX,+Img;‘+ImK+ 1. 
481:77.‘2-2 
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In particular, if Outcent = 1 for every prime ideal P of R, then 
Im g:zKerX,. 
Proof Since 2 is Artinian, there exists a natural map 
n,,F,a, Outcent((A ,)p) + Aut(J) such that the diagram 
Aut@) 
is commutative. This shows that Ker K, G Ker h;’ = Im g’;. By Lemma 1.4 
we see that for any prime ideal P of R the map Outcent + Outcent((/l,),) 
is a monomorphism. Therefore we obtain a commutative diagram with exact 
rows and columns 
I 
Outcent - Im K- 1 
I 
8;) 
1 
1 - Ker K, - Outcent(/i ,) ---+ Im K, - 1. 
Since Ker K, G Im gfl, this yields an exact sequence 
l+KerK,+Img~-+ImK-+ 1. 
On the other hand, we see that by Theorem 1.1 and 1.2 that Ker K, = Ker 
(Outcent(/i ,) +W~ LFP(/I i) 31 npE7 Outcent((/i ,)p)) z Ker( C(cent(/i ,)) 
+” LFP(/I ,) --+Ol C(/i,)} = Ker x,. *Thus the proof of the first part is 
complete. The second part follows directly from the first one. 
2. TWISTED GROUP RINGS 
The aim of this section is to generalize some results of [6, 8, 101. 
For a module M ‘over a group H we write M” = (x E M 1 TX = x for any 
r E H}. For a module N and an integer 9 > 0 we write NIq, = (x E N 1 
qx = 0 } and Ntqt = 
N/NtqJ as modules. 
{qx 1 x E N). It is noted that if N is finite, then N,,, z 
Now we consider the following groups: 
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(i) the semidirect product C, . C, of C, by C, such that (q, n) = 1 and 
C, acts faithfully on each Sylow subgroup of C,, i.e.: 
C, . C, = (a, 5 1 u” = r9 = 1, ras-’ = a’) 
where r has order q modulo p for each prime p 1 n, and 
(ii) the dihedral group D,, i.e., 
Dn=Cn.CZ=(u,r~u.“=7*=1,~~~-*=~~‘). 
Let C, . C, = (a, 7) be one of these groups. Let n, = n/(2, n) and 
p = (p”‘. Set /i =z(C, . C9)/(cn,) = Z [F, T], S = 1C,J(C,,,) = Z [a] and 
R = cent(A) where C,, = Cll;’ p’. Under the action of C, = (z) on S by 
conjugation, /i may be regarded as a twisted group ring of C, over S, and, as 
is easily seen, R = .S’Y A left /i-module structure on S is defined by 
(/SY:d ais’) . a = 19:: air’(a). a,, a E S. Then it is clear that S is A- 
faithful. 
LEMMA 2.1. (1) S is a free R-module of rank q. 
(2) In the case (i) S is a projective A-module. 
Proof: (1) Write nl=d(x-ri(~))=X9+a,X*- I+ .+. +a,, a,ES 
where X denotes an indeterminate. Then we have ai E R because each ai is a 
symmetric polynomial of 3, r(5)...., 79- ‘(5). Replacing X by 0 in the 
equality, we have a9 + a ~7.. ’ I + . . . + a9 = ns:d (6 - r’(5)) = 0 and so 
&‘ER +Ra+ . . . +R59--.‘. This shows that S=R+RF+-..+R3 ‘. 
Clearly, the sum R + Rd + . . . + RoY-’ is direct and R z RcFz ... z RF’. 
Hence S is a free R-module of rank q. 
(2) The group C,, acts on the set (6,6*,..., O”- ’ I by conjugation. In 
the case (i), every C,-orbit of {a, d’,..., dy r ) contains precisely q elements. 
Let a”, f7f23..., 6’5 be representatives of C,-orbits and set 8= 
-(a’! + 5’2 + . . . + 5’1). Then ‘j?:: ~~((9) = -(a + a2 + . . . -+ a”- ‘) = 1, 
Define the A-epimorphism E: /i -+ S by x+x. 1, x E /i, and the A- 
monomorphism 6: S +A by y -+ y . (Cp:d ri) . H, ): E S. Then we have 
E . 6 = I. the identity map of S. This proves that S is /l-projective. 
Let U be a locally free left ideal of /i. Then, by Roiter’s replacement 
theorem, there is a /l-submodule b of S which is locally isomorphic to S 
such that 2[ @ S z/i @b as /i-modules. Since Hom,(S, S) = R, a = 
Hom,(S, 6) can be regarded as a locally free ideal of R, and we have b 2 
S OR Hom,(S, b) z Sa as /i-modules. Therefore there is a locally free ideal a 
of R such that ‘110 S z /i @ Sa as n-modules. Suppose that for another 
locally free ideal a’ of R, ,4 @ Sa z/i %, Sa’ as n-modules. Then we have 
(A 0 SCI)~U = (CTId si) . S @ a s (~~~~ r’) . S @ a’ = (A %, Sa’)“g as R- 
modules. Since S is R-free by Lemma 2.1, it follows that a E a’ as R- 
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modules. This shows that the correspondence VI -+ a induces a 
homomorphism 
71: C(A) -+ C(R). 
For any locally free ideal a of R: there exists a locally free left ideal U of/i 
such that ‘u @ S 2.n 0 Sa as n-modules. Therefore rr is surjective. 
Let x: C(R) + C(/i) denote the map induced by ring extension. For any 
locally free ideal a of R, we have (/ia @ S)‘q= a(CY:d ri) . S @ R 2 
(Cy:d TV) . S@a4 b ecause S is a free R-module of rank q by Lemma 2.1. 
This shows that rr . ): = ql where I denotes the identity map of C(R). 
LEMMA 2.2. 71 is bijective, and hence Ker x = C(R)[,] and Coker x z 
C(R)/C(R)? 
Proof Since rr. 3: = ql, the second assertion follows directly from the 
first one. Hence it suffices to prove that rr is injective. For case (ii) this has 
been proved in 181. Therefore we only need to consider case (i). 
Let 3, 2l’ be locally free left ideals of/i, and suppose that ‘u GJ S z 2l’ $I S 
as /i-modules. Since S is n-projective by Lemma 2.1 and Q4 satisfies the 
Eichler condition, applying the cancellation law to U 0 S z ‘u’ 0 S, we 
obtain 2I z ‘u’. This proves that n is injective. 
LEMMA 2.3. In case (i) we have 
R . . . R 
p.. . 
c WJW 
. . . 
as R-algebras, where P = S( 1 - 5) n R. 
ProoJ For O<k<q- 1, we define the map &:S(l -c?)~+A by 
a(l-qk + a{1+((1-a)/(l-a~))“~r+~~~+((1-a)/(l-a~-’))~~?~-‘), 
a E S. Then each fk is a /i-homomorphism. Further set f =f, +f, + ... + 
f,-,:S@S(l -q>***@s(1-6)q ’ -+A. Then it can be shown that f is 
an isomorphism, and therefore .4 z S @ S( 1 - 5) @ ..a 0 S( 1 - a)‘-’ as /i- 
modules. Accordingly, we have 
= @ Hom,(S(l -d)‘,S(l -dy) D 
OCi.j<q-l I 
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as R-algebras, where the opposite ring of a ring r is denoted by r”. Clearly. 
for any i, :aS( 1 - 0)’ = 3s and Hom.,,(QS, :GS) can be identified with SR. 
Then we see that 
Hom,,(S( 1 - a)‘, S( 1 - 17y) = S( 1 - ay’- i n CM = ) i 
if i>j 
if i<j. 
Thus we obtain 
R . . . R 
3. COMPUTATION OF Outcent(Z,(C,, . C,)) 
For each prime p, let 8, denote the field of p-adic numbers. and let .I;‘,? 
denote the ring of p-adic integers. 
NOW, suppose that C, . C, = (a, s) is the semidirect product of C, by C, 
as in Section 2. Let p be a prime and let 1 be a divisor of n. We write 
z,(C,, * C,)/(@,(a>) = a,[&, 51 and J’,C,/(@,(a)) = S,[i,], where a,(X) 
denotes the Ith cyclotomic polynomial. For I= 1, 2 i',[(,, 51 is commutative. 
Suppose that I >, 3. Then L,,[[,, I] can be regarded as a twisted group ring of 
(r) over Z,,[&], and cent(J,[&, r.]) = Z,[&](“. It can be shown in the same 
way as in Lemma 2.1 that Z,[[,] is k”,[[,]“‘-free. Y,[&] has a left I/,[&, r]- 
module structure as given in Section 2, and, through this action of Z,,[<!. ~1 
on J,lC,L I Z,, [,, r] can be imbedded into Horn. 
.M,(9,[1,]“‘). Note here that I,[[,] 
4,[~,,“‘(qi,l’ -“,li,ll= 
IS not always an integral domain. 
There is a natural epimorphism of orders 
g: &(C,, * C,) --* q1,, 51. 
This induces homomorphisms 
g”: Autcent(B,(C, . C,)) -+ Autcent(Z,[<,, r]) 
and 
g”: Outcent(%,(C, . C,)) + Outcent(B,,[ &, r]). 
LEMMA 3.1. Img” = I. 
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Proof: If f = 1, 2, this is obvious. Therefore we may assume that I > 3. 
There is a commutative diagram 
Outcent(Z,(C, . C,)) - Outcent(L,(C, . C,)) 
\ /CL 
Outcent(//,[&, r]). 
Hence it suffices to consider the case where I = n > 3. In case (ii), if 2 I] n, 
then ~,AL,, 71 = ~p15,1,2, 71, and therefore we may further assume that 2,/‘n or 
41n. 
Now, we write n = pek, e > 0: plk. Note that if p + 2, then 21;k or 4) k, 
and if p = 2, then e > 2. First suppose that k # 1. Then Z (I&.~ ] is unramified 
over z lCpsk 1(T), and therefore Zp[$,Pk, r] is a maximal order in ,G,,[&,,.,, r] 
(E Mq(Qp[CpEk](T))). Since Zp[Cpek, r] can be imbedded into M,(Z,[&,,,]“‘), 
we have Zp[&,Ek, 71 zM&Z~[&.~J(‘)) and so Z,,[c&,,,7] is an Azumaya 
algebra over O,[&,,] (I). Hence it follows that Outcent(1,[&,,,, r]) = 1, which 
implies that Im go = 1. 
Next suppose that k = 1 and p # 2. Then /P[&,rr r] is a hereditary order in 
(13,[[,,, r] (g M&0’+,]&,,](“)). Set /i = Z,,[&? r], S = ZP[t;,‘.] and R = 
Z,[&,]“‘. Let f E Autcent(Z,(C,, . C,)) and set f’ = g”(f) E Autcent(/i). 
We denote by ,S the left /i-module with the additive structure of S, but with 
the action of n twisted by f ‘, i.e., given by a . CI = f’(a)a, a E /1, a E S. The 
ideal J = (& - 1) of/i is the Jacobson radical of/i, and /~/Jz Z,C,/(p) 2 
IFp[t], where F,, = Z/pB. Since there is a commutative diagram 
Outcent(JD(C,, . C,)) - Outcent(Z, C,) = 1 
I I 
Outcent - AutP,[~l), 
we see thatf’ induces the identity map on IFP[5]. Therefore we have S/JS z 
f.S/J,.S as /i-modules. Because /i is hereditary, both S and ,S are /i- 
projective, and so it follows from Nakayama’s lemma that S r,.S as /i- 
modules. Therefore f’ can be extended to a central automorphism f” of 
M,(R) 2 Hom,(S, S). Hence there exists u E U(M,(R)) such that f” = I,. It 
can be shown as in Lemma 2.3 that 
R . . . R 
P . 
i. 
. . . 
. . . 
\P . . P R 1 
c: M,(R) 
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as R-algebras, where P denotes the unique maximal ideal of R. Sincef’(ll) = 
u/Iu-’ = LI: this shows that u E U(n), and thusf’ is an inner automorphism 
of ,4. This proves that Im g” = 1. 
Finally, suppose that k = 1 and p = 2. Then q = 2 and C,,. . C, = Dzv. To 
simplify the notation, we here use 6. D instead of &. Dir? respectively. Set 
w = [+ c-i. Then it is clear that /,I<]“’ = B,(w] and 1-4,[[]“’ = Q1/w]. 
Using a Z?[w]-basis (I, [) of ~!,[1;]. we can define a matrix representation 
w: Z2[i. r] --$ M2(J2[oj). 
In fact, this is given by 
a + b< $ CT + d[s + 
a+c 
b+d 
a,h.c,dEZzlwI. 
The representation t,u induces an isomorphism a,[[, r ) + M,(Q,[ ~1): which 
is denoted by @. The natural surjection Qz D + Q1[<, r], which is induced by 
g, is denoted by g. Now, define the elements ci E a2 D, 1 < i < 4. as follows: 
1;, = ;{(I + (3 + . . . + (gc- ‘- 2) + (1 - fJ* - . . . -a*“- ‘-‘) r), 
L’2=f{(-(Ji& -... -(ye I-‘)+(a+& + . . . +(p’ ‘- ‘)r}. 
t.,=~((a+~3+...+~*“-‘-‘)+(,-~3-.. . ..- (J?“-’ ‘)rt9 
t’4=f{(l-a*- . ..- a*p-‘-*)+(-l+a*+...+o*” ‘-2)r). 
Then we see that 
We have @. &Z,[a]“‘)= Z,[wl I, where I denotes the 2 x 2 unit matrix 
and therefore 
(4?. ,!$I (M,(k,[u])) = 2 B*[cp . ci + Ker g. 
i= I 
Set W= (@. a--’ (M,(Z,[o])). LetfE Autcent(7,D) and letydenote the 
central automorphism of Q,D induced byJ We now prove that f( W) = W. 
It is clear that 
f((1 +a”-‘)(1 +o*+... +aZe ‘-*))=(I +a*” ‘)(l +a*+ . . . +a*e ’ 2). 
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On the other hand, 
f((1 +f? ‘)(I +a*+ *a* +cJ2’-’ 2)) 
= (1 + (J*‘-’ )f((l +a* + .*. +uzp I-‘>>. 
Therefore. 
(J((1 +02+ ... +8 I-‘))-(1 +a2+ ... +ozr ’ *)}(I +02” ‘)=O. 
and so 
Hence we can write 
f((1 +a*+ a** +a*‘-‘-*))-(1 +u2+ *.* +u2< ’ .2)=2x, +y, 
for some x, E Z, D and y, E (1 + u2“ -’ ) = Ker g. Similarly, we can write 
f((l+u2+~~~+u2c-’ *)r)-((1+u2+~*+J2~ ‘-2)5=2x2+y2 
for some x2 = Z, D and y, E (1 L uzp I). A direct computation shows that 
.&,, = t’, - 7 + f(r) + x, - x* + ;( y, - y*). 
Since-/(t) - r + x, -x2 E Z,D E W and i(y, - y2) E Ker SG W, it follows 
thatS(u,) E W. Similarly it can be shown thatr(z:i) E W, i = 2, 3, 4. Clearly 
3(u)=a for any aE L,[uJ”’ and T(Ker S) = Ker g. Thus we have 
3(w)= w. 
SinceT(W) = W,f’ d in uces a central automorphismf” of M,(//,[ o 1). This 
implies that f’ = g”(f) can be extended to f”. There exists 
u E U(M,(Z, [w J)) such that S” = I,. However, we have 
v(Z*lL~l)= ; ; 
Ii 1 
EM,(Z,[o])lu+d-b+c-0 mod(w-2))i. 
Since f’(12[[, t]) = U. Z,[[,r] . U-’ c T,l<,r], it follows that UE 
U(Z,[C rj), so that f’ is an inner automorphism of Z,[<, r]. Thus we have 
Im g” = 1. This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Outcent(Z,(C, . C,)) = 1 for every prime p. 
Proof Write n = pek, p/k, e > 0. We now prove the assertion by 
induction on e. First suppose that e = 0, i.e., that pkn. Then we have 
l,(C,, . C,) z 1 I,,,, z,lC,, 71. and so 
Outcent(7,(C,, . C,)) z 1 1 Outcent(7/,[[,, 71). 
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It has been shown in the proof of Lemma 3.1 that Outcent(h,[[,, 51) = 1 for 
each lin. Therefore it follows that Outcent(Z,(C, . C,)) = 1. 
Next suppose that e > 1. Then there is a pullback diagram 
11, I 
* L 
Jqc,,, . C,)/(c,) + F,(c,C Ik ' c,), 
where C,, = 1 +- oPr-‘k + . . . + (up’- ‘k)p--2 + (a@. ‘“)” ‘. From this we get a 
homomorphism (rp, r:): Outcent(Z,(C,l,k . C,)) -+ Outcent(/JC,,,., . C,,); 
CC,,)) X Outcent(H,(C,,,-,, . C,)). It is easy to see that 
and so 
Outcent(Z,(C,,,, . C,)/(C,)) z 1 1 Outcent(Z,,[&,, , s]). 
k'lk 
Therefore it follows from Lemma 3.1 that lm c;’ = 1. On the other hand. by 
the induction hypothesis, we have Outcent(Y,(C,, ,A . C,)) = 1, so that 
Irnri= 1. Since U(cent(//,(C,,- ,k . C,))) --$ U(cent(: JC,‘.. ,A C,))) is 
surjective, it follows from Lemma 1.3 that (&, ci) is injective. Hence we 
may conclude that Outcent(Z’,(C,,, . C,)) = 1. 
Combining Proposition 3.2 with Theorem 1.1, we obtain 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be one of the jMowing groups: 
(i) C, . C, the semidirect product of C, by C, such that (q, n) = I und 
C, acts faithfully on each Sylorv subgroup of C,,. 
(ii) D, the dihedral group. 
Then 
(1) Outcent(/,,G) = 1 for every prime p. 
(2) LFP(ZG) z C(cent(ZG)) (hence LFP(ZG) is abelian). 
Remark 3.4. More generally, we can prove the assertion (1) (hence (2)) 
in Theorem 3.3 for the following groups: 
(i) (C, - C,) x H the direct product of C,, ’ C, and H where C, . C, 
is as in Theorem 3.3(i) and H is an abelian group. 
(ii) C,, . C, the semidirect product of C,, by Cz such that C7 acts 
faithfully on each Sylow subgroup of C,. 
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(iii) H, the quaternion group of order 417. 
(iv) A, and S, the alternating and symmetrx groups on 4 symbols. 
It may bc conjectured that the assertion (1) in Theorem 3.3 is true for any 
metacyclic group. However the authors did not succeed in proving this in the 
general case. 
4. CoMPUTArto% OF LFP(I!(C, . C,)) AND Outcent(i/(C, . C,)), (9, n) = 1 
Throughout this section, let C, . C, denote the scmidirect product of C,, by 
C, such that (9, n) = 1 and C, acts faithfully on each Sylow subgroup of C,, 
ix., 
C,,.C(,=ja,7~u”=7”= 1.7ar. ‘=a’>, 
where r has order 9 modulo p for each prime p I n. 
WC now consider the pullback diagram 
(4.1) 
We first generalize results of 161. 
LEMMA 4.2. /.7,((,q( pc,/(c,)pI)) = l/y///,,)‘-““, 
Proof Let 5 be the class of u in F(C,, . C,)/(C,,), i.c., ~7 = g,(a). Then 
for each integer s with (s. n) = 1, (8 - O-‘)/(d --. d- ‘) is a unit of ZC,/(C,,) 
and h,(n~~,,’ ~‘((8 - 5 ‘)/(a - 5 I))) = sy’c2~s’ where S denotes the class of 
s in B/&Y. Therefore C’(/!/nL)tq”**“” E h,(U([LC,/(C,,)]‘u)). For each prime 
pin. there is a commutative diagram 
where all maps are natural. We see that If L/(h/r~?)‘~“~~“” $h,(U(]TC,,j 
(Cn)lc’y)), then ci(/‘/p.Z)1”“2.“” ~~~“‘(U(I~C,,/(C,)]‘,I)) for some prime p/n. 
But it is shown in [6, Lemma 3.21 that hIU’(U(IaC,,i(c,)]‘~,)) = 
U(,7/p7)‘s’c2.s” for anv prime pin. This is a contradiction. Thus we have 
h,(U( 1” C,J(C”)]“~~)) =i(a/n.y**~)J. 
LEMMA 4.3. 
u((i;!n.:)C,)Ih,(U(Z(C, * C,)/(c,),)E C(.!‘/n:)/h!(Lql’ C,,,‘(C,,)j’yl 
ProoJ Set A = L(C, . C,)/(C,,). S = ,IC,/(C,,), R 7 S’ 4 ar,d P -:- 
S(1 - 5) 17 R. Ry Lemma 2.3. the reduced form map X,d: ::,l --I :,R 
tr.duces a map N: A t It. Further, the map ,V indcces a mao %“. 
( /VI,.‘) C,,, -b Y in:.‘. which makes the following diagram commute. 
!’ j\. 
” & 
R .“., ;i/$,,:, 
kvhere j,‘InL 1” denotes the direct product of q copici of the ring Z/n ,‘. Rs; 
the isomorphism of Lemma 2.3. the Idcal A( i - 5) of /i may he ideritlficd 
with 
and therefore X’ can be expressed as follows: 
N’((5,. a ,...., a,)) = a, . az ... E:, for U, E Lfn,:: 
Hence it follows that N’ is surjectlve. The map IV’ induces a surjection 
N”: U((///nZ) C,),lh,(U(A)) + U(k/nZ)/h,(U(R)). Using the expression ol 
W’ as above, we see in the same way as m 16, $41 that N” is injective. 
Consequently, N” is a bijection as desired. 
Let t denote the number of prime divisors of 12. 
The following proposition is a generalization of the main theorem in !6’ 
(cf. (12, lO]j. 
PRoroSr I IOi\( 4.4. There exisrs an exucl sequence 
I+ 7 
i 
:q r ;-- 7 
: P-4) I 
4 C(Y.(C,, - C,)) 4 c(I.ic,;;c,,)!(‘~~) x c(t Cc,). f :. 
PIWOJ From the pullback diagram (4. I) we obtain an Cxact scuuence (cf. 
191) 
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U(Z(C,* * q/m -L w(alnz> c,> - W(C, * C,)) 
- W(C, . q/m) x WC,) - 1. 
We see by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 that Coker h, z [[/(q/(2, q)) Z I’. On the 
other hand, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that C(Z(C, . C,)/(C,,)) s 
C([ZC,/(C,)JC~). Th us we have an exact sequence as desired. 
Let d(a) denote Euler’s totient function and set U*(LC,) = Im( U(JCc,) -+ 
U(WnJ) CJI. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. 
ILFW’(C, * C,N I C(l~C,/(C,)lC~)i IC(JC,l 
Proof: It has been shown in Theorem 3.3 that LFP(Z(C, . C,)) s C(cent 
F(C, . C,)>>. I-I ence we only need to compute !C(cent(e(C,,lC,))]. A 
direct computation shows that cent(L(C, . C,)) = (LC,)‘q [tC,,, t’c,,,..., 
rq- ‘2’,J. According to Lemma 1.4, the natural surjection Z(C, . C,) + 
/CC,, . C,Hc,) ’ m d uces 
(c,)) = ~ZC,/(c,)]c~. Th 
a surjection cent(Z(C, * C,)) + cent(Z(C,, * C,)/ 
ere ore we obtain a pullback diagram f 
cent(Z(C, . C,)) - Z [nr, nt2,...: nr9 ’ 1 
I I 
h; 
[zcn/(c,)l”~ L ‘z/i& 
This yields an exact sequence 
U([ZC,/(CJJ”~) X U(Z [nt, nr2,..., nF ‘1) 
(hi-hi) ) U(JlnZ) - C(cent(Z(C, . C,))) 
- C(lOCn/(C,)J’~) x C(Z[m, m2,..., nf-‘I)- 1. 
Since hi : U(.T [ns, nr2 ,..., nr”- ’ 1) + U(if/nZ) may be decomposed as U(L [nt, 
nr2 ,..., n? 1) -+ U(Z)+ U(Z/nZ), we have h;(U(Z[ns, nr2 ,..., nrq ‘I)) = 
( f 1). On the other hand, it follows at once from Lemma 4.2 that U(Z/nZ)/ 
h~(U([~C,/(~,,)~‘~)) z [Z/(4/(2, q)) Z]‘. Thus we obtain an exact sequence 
1 -+ [Z/&Z I’+ C(centP(C, * C,)>) 
-+ C([lC,/(C,)JC~) X C(Z[n7, nr2,..., nrY-‘l)+ 1. 
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Let q: C( i Ins, f+,.... 115” ’ 1) + C(/ C,,) be the surjeciion induced by ring 
cxtcnslon. and set C,,(Z Ins, nr’,.... nr”- ‘1) = Ker q. Then WC have 
j C(cent(3(C,, . C,))), = i C,(;? Ins. 127:,..., IF”-- ’ {)I 
I I 
I -- x &! C([; C,,/(C,,)I’cJ)i : C(TC,j;. 
Applying a result of 13 1 to the orders 7 1127. n?..... IX” ’ : ‘-1 d C’,, we have 
C,j.fjnr, nr* . . .. . Id-‘])z n,, w,J-,,) - qoq . rl, u(qnT. nT*..Z7-Tljf 
where p ranges over all prime divisors of n, and c(XC,,) denotes the image of 
U(ZC,) embedded into n,, li(Z,C,) diagonally. Ler p be any prime divisor 
of U, and write n = petI’, pkn’. Then U(ZPInr. 129 .. . . . rs”- ’ !) = U(.?,,I p’i. 
pC’r2..... p”Z” ’ I). The natural surjection L/(1,, C,.) --+ U( ( :‘;/I” ’ ) C,,) induces 
an isomorphisnt 
Hcncc we set chat 
C”(,” Ins. nr2,.... nr” ’ I) z u((qnL) c,,)p”(HC,; . ti(J/n:Ti. 
Since !P(i C,,) PI U(E/nZ) = ( f 1 }. it follows that / C,,(,I in:. I:?.‘..... 
n7” - ’ ])I = Z~(n)‘l-- ‘,/ F(.“C,,)l. This shows that 
! qcel,q T(C . c ))), = 2$n)q- ’ ’ q ’ ? Y ’ I 1 U*(.iC,)i (2,q) I C( 1.f CJ(c,) I”4CjSC,,) . 
The second equality follows from the first one and Proposition 4.4. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. 
2d(n)9 I 
I O’JtcenC(C,, * C,,)) = -p(t;“(“C i C(l LC,,/(C,) I( .)jI<,, I. 
’ 0 
Prooj: The natural map g, : /(C,, . C,,) + 7(C, . C,),‘(C,) llduccs a 
homomorphism g’{ : Outcent(,“(C,, . C,)) + Outcent( /’ (C,. . C,)!(C,.)). WC 
here consider the exact sequence 
I + Kcr g;‘--+ Outcent(Z(C, . C,,); + Im g;’ -+ !. 
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Now it suffices to compute / Ker g;] and ] Im gy]. Using the notation in 
Lemma 4.1, we have by Lemma 1.5 
WVV,, . C,)/(C,N) -. Ker gy z h,(U(17C,/(C”)p)) * h,(U(dT(,)) 
Bz Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 we have ]h,(Li(Z(C,, . C,)/(C,,))): h,(U(]!C,,/ 
(C,)J’~J))] =~(n)~-‘, and it is clear that h,(LI(IZC,/(C,,)]“~,))n 
h,(U(ZC,)) = { + I ). Therefore it follows that 1 Ker gy] = 2@(n)Y-‘/] U*(ZC,)]. 
On the other hand, we see by Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 1.6 that Im g;’ z 
Ker{ C( ]> C,/(C,J]“*) -+ C(E(C,, . C,)/(C,,))). Hence we dcducc from 
Lemma 2.2 that Im g’,’ 2 C( [YC,,/(C,) ](~~),,,, . Thus we may conclude that 
Outcent(Y(C, . C,))] = Ker gy] 1 Im gy j 
PKOPOSI I ION 4.7. 
Coker(LFP(L(C, . C,,)) -% C(Z(C, . C,))) 
2z c([~c,,/(c,,)]‘~~)/c([~~c,,/(c,)]’~J)’”’. 
Proof Lef_ x: C(cent(L(C, . C(,)J) -+ C(Z(C,, . C,)) and z, : C(cent 
(/(C,, . C,)/(C,))) + C(Y(C, . C,)/(C,)) be the maps induced by ring 
extension. By Theorems 1.2 and 3.3 there extsts a commutative diagram with 
exact row 
C(cent(Z(C,, . C,))) 
I --+ Outcent(T(C, . C,)) ---) LFP(Z(C, . C,)) L C(P(C, . C,,)). 
Then WC see by Propositions 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 that ]Cokcr K] = ‘Coker 81 = 
Ic(w,/mcq): C( ]ZC,/(C,,) ](‘~~)tq’ 1. However, by Lemma 2.2, 
Coker x1 E C( ] aC,/(C,J ]“q)/C( [kCnj(C,,)]“q)tqJ, and hence 1 Coker x_] = 
JCoker x, ]. Since the natural surjection C(Z(C,, . C,)) + C(Z(C, . C,)/(C,,)) 
yields a surjection Coker 3: -+ Coker x,, we have Coker x 2 Coker x,. 
Therefore Coker 0 z Coker 3: z Coker x, z C( ]I C,,/(C”)]co)/ 
C( ]BC,/(C,,)]C~)tq’. This completes the proof. 
Summarizing Propositions 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. we obtain the following: 
THEOREM 4.8. Let C, . C, be the semidirect product of C,, by C’, such 
that (q, n) = 1 and C, acts faithfully on each Sylow subgroup of C,. Then 
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(1) / LFP(j(C, . C,))! 
29(n)9- I q ’ 
= ; u*(6cJ (2, q) I I 
iC(13C,/(C,,)]‘q)~ ICjBC,jl. 
2qqny ’ 
(2) 1 Outcent(Z(C,, . C,))l = 
/ u*p CJ 
,C(ISC,,/(c,)jC~),,,,, and 
(3) IL - Conj(Z(C, . C,))/U(:G(C, . C,))! 
= ~c@c,/(c,)p) : C(lZC,/(c,)!‘,~)“‘!]. 
where 4(.) denotes Euler’s totient function, I denotes the number of prime 
divisors of n. c, = xPe(., p and U*(FC,) = Im( U(PC,) + U((ijnZ) C,)). 
5. COMPLJI-ATION OF LFP(ZD,) AND Outcent(i’D,) 
Let D,, denote the dihedral group of order 2n, n > 3, i.e.. 
D,, = c,, * c2 = (CT, 5 0” = T? = I. rm ; = u -I 1;. 
Write n = 2”in. 2;tm, and set n, = n/(2, v). Then ID,,: D,; 1 = (a”.““, == C,q,. 
Note that LFP(ZD,,) z C(cent(iD,)) by Theorem 3.3 and that C(PD,,) z 
C(A!D,,/(C,,)) z C([.ZC,~(C,,,)I’z) by [2, $3; 8, Proposition 1.41. 
For the case where e = 0 the group D, has been treated in Section 4. The 
following proposition has been shown in (the proofs of) Propositions 4.5. 4.6 
and 4.7. 
PROPOSITIOY 5.1. Assume that e = 0. i.e., 2tn. Thei1 
(1) LFP(ZD,)z U(i/nZ)/(-1) X C(JD,,), 
(2) Outcent(ZD,) r U(Z,‘nZ)/(-1; x C(BD,),II, and 
(3) Coker{LFP(./!D,,)+ C(ZD,,)\ g C(/TD,)/C(ZD,):?,. 
From now on we assume that e > 1. Then n, = ,I/‘2 = 2” ‘m. We consider 
the pullback diagram 
li D,? 
41 ---------+ ‘D,/(a’ - 1) z “(c, X c,) 
I 
14: Ih. 
1’D,~(~~.. ,,,J A (J/2’.-‘m.?;D,/(o’ - I) 2 (?,/2’-‘mf j(Cz X C,). 
If we put 6 = g,(o), (J’ = g*(a) and u” = h, g,(a). then we may wrnc 
,YD,,/(czr ,“,) = 215, ~1, LD,/(o’ - 1 j = {‘la’, r] and (X/2” ‘vr’ij 
D,/(o’ -- 1) = (2/2+‘mZ)la”. 51. 
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We here note that cent(XD,,) = ZJa + a-‘, a*’ I”‘, s~~~.-~,~, saC,,- I,/. 
1~~~1~2 = i7[uJtT) = ;7[u + u ‘, u*~-“~] and cent(ZD,,,/(L’,* l,n)) = 
[,‘c,,/(c2c ,JC“ = H la]“’ = .i/ [a + 6 -. ’ I. 
Let gy : Outcent(SD,) + Outcent(ZD,/(~zc- ,,,,)) denote the homo- 
morphism induced by g, . 
LEMM4 5.2. 
Ker go r I w/ma> x W/mZ)/(- 1) if e=l 
I ! U(7/mZ) x U(i/mZ) x z/2+? x j/2” 2! if e>2. 
Proox It is known 12, Lemma 3.21 that h,(U(; [ti. 71)) = U((ri’/2”-‘mL) 
[a”, r]). Therefore it follows from Lemma 1.5 that 
U((Z/2’-‘mZ)~u”, 71) 
Ker gy z h,(U(P [a + c- 'I)) . (IT", s) * 
There is a pullback diagram 
q,](r) = ila + (J-‘*&” ‘q -.. :‘lS’l 
I I 
11; 
q,-p = -lo+ a-‘] h, (2,/y ‘fyp)p”J, 
where 8’ = u’ + a’-’ = 2~’ and 0” = 2~“. Note that hi IS the restriction map 
of h,. From this diagram we obtain an exact sequence 
U(,ji[(p)) x U(,T[&I) (h;*hd) , (y(.q2’ ‘my@“]) 
---- C(I (u I(=)) - C(Ly61”‘) x C(.“l8’))----+ 1. 
However. it is shown in JSJ that C(Z[uJ(‘)) z C(.:‘JaJ”)). Hence we have 
h,(Ci(Zla+rT -‘I))= hi(U(d J6J”‘))= U((?/2”- ‘mZ)[P’J). There exist 
natural isomorphisms 
and 
G’((7/2’ +n.j’)lu”, r]) z U(+I”)’ x U((?/2”- I,,-)JG”. rJ), 
u((L/28 ‘m‘L)~uU I) 2. u(7/mq2 x U((I/ZC h)[u”l), 
u((7/2~-h3)pq)~ u(qms)2 x r;((q2= qeq). 
As is easily seen, U((:‘/2”- ‘r)Ju”J)J = 2. U((fl/2”- ‘.:)JtYJ)iY and therefore 
L’((7/2’-‘m~)lu”])= U((~/2”-‘mz)~e”J) * (a”) 
= h,(L’(.Z [o + a ’ I)) * (a”). 
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Accordingly, we have 
Ker g: r 
r;((ep”- Iml)lo”. 71 j
----. 
U((L/Z@ ‘m~)[u” I) . (7) 
If c- 1. then 
! j. Ker gf; 2 U(B/m?) x U(rjm~))/( - 
Suppose that e > 2. Then 
Ker g’{ 2 U(Z/m”) x U(Z/mP) 
x U((Z/Z” ‘Z)(u”, r])/U((d$’ ‘8 “)la”l). (7). 
We see that U((?/2’. ‘L)Iu”, 71) = U((/c/2” ‘Z)/o”l) . {I + (Zj2’--‘?)]c”~ 
(r-- l)j and (1 + (S/2’- ‘Z)la”j(7- I)}/‘(T) z Z,/2’ ‘I X ,“/2“ ‘I‘. CO~SC- 
quently, WC have 
which completes the proof. 
PROPOSlTIO\ 5.3. 
LFP(ZD,,) ? c/(///m/c) x U(Z/mZ)/(- 1) x C(ZD,) if e-l 
2 U(T/mY)X U(Z/mI)x f/2" 'I X Zj2"-*f X C(ZD,,) 
if e>i. 
Proof: From the fact that LFP(ZD,) z C(cent(ZD,)) it follows that 
Ker g;’ c Ker(C(cent(ED,,)) + C(cent(!D,/(Ci,. lm)))}. 
There is a pullback diagram 
cent(./cD,)= J [~+-a- ‘,u~“~-‘~~.~C~~ ,,,7c7C2,. .,,j + ;r‘jH’.2’~~‘m7.2 'mtn'~ 
cent(PD,,/(C,,.- ,,J) = L [a +* a- ‘1 -+ (f/2” 
Y 
‘ma)p”!, 
where 8’ = 20’ and 8” = 20”. This yields an exact sequence 
U(cent(bD,/(Ez,. l,n))) X U(l [f?', 2" 'mr. 2' ‘mtu’]) 
-+ U((Z/2'-'m~)[fP])+ C(cent(JD,)) 
+ C(cent(TD,/(c*,- lm))) x C(Y ]O’. 2”-‘m7. 2’ ‘mru ]) -+ 1. 
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Since U(cent( ;/D,,/(c,,, ,,,,)))+ U((T!/2' ‘mc)]B”]) is surjective. it follows 
that 
C(cent(ZD,)) z C(cent(LD,,/(Cz, ,,J)) x C(Z 10’. 2’- 'm7, 2'-'msa' I). 
This shows that the natural epimorphism C(cent(JD,)) --f C(cent(,eD,,/ 
(C,,, ,,,,))) is split. Hence, if IC(S]tl’, 2” 'm7, 2'. 'mto'])l = IKcr g’;]. then 
Ker g’,’ = Ker( C(cent(YD,,)) + C(cent(l/ D,,/(L,, ,,,,)))) and 
C(cent(ZD,,)) z C(cent(ZD,/(CI, ,“, ))) x Ker gi % C(hD,,) x Kcr g’{. 
and so the assertion follows at once from Lemma 5.2. Therefore it sufftces to 
prove that ] C(Z ]19’, 2'-'m7,2"- 'mta' ])I = 1 Ker g’;l. For brevity. we write 
E= TiO',2"-'m7,2" 'mta']. 
The pullback diagram 
E -+E/(B'+2,2'%77(n'+ 1))~~[2"-'ms~ 
v 
Z[2’-~‘mr] z E/(0' - 2.2+'mr(o' - I))---+(2/42)[2" 'ms] 
yields an exact sequence 
1 + J/25 -+ C(E)+ C(i'[2'-'ms])X C(J'[2'-'ms()+ 1. 
Furthermore, the pullback diagram 
P[2’-‘msl -- 4[2”-‘m71/(2’- ‘m(7 + I)) Z % 
P ;7,2'.-'m7l/(;'-'m(r- I))- 
1 
7/2'mh 
yields an exact sequence 
U(Z) X U(2) + U(J/2”m7) + C(Tl2’-‘mt]) + C(Z) X C(L) + I. 
Therefore we see that 1 C(E)1 = 2 ILr(,%[Z"-'ms])( = 22p-'~(m)2. However 
]Ker g?] = 2” -’ d(m)’ according to Lemma 5.2. This shows that [C(E)1 = 
) Ker g’; 1. Thus the proof is completed. 
PKOPOSITlOi\ 5.4. 
Outcent(7D,) z U(Z/m,T) x U(s/mZ)/(-1) x C(ZD,,),,, if e=l 
Z U(Z/m~)x U(R/mL)X H/2e-'T x Z/2“ 'Z x C(SD,,),,, 
if e>2. 
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Proof: There is an exact sequence 
I -+ Ker gy + Outcent( ZD,,) -+ Im g’{ --+ 1. 
It IS shown ir, the proof of Proposition 5.3 that the injection Ker 2; .-b 
Outcent(.ZD,,) Al- LFP(ZD,) z C(cent(.SD,)j is split. Thcreforc 
Outcent(? 2 Ker g;’ x Im gy. By virtue of Lemmas 1.6 and 2.2. lm g’: ; 
Ker(C(cent(?D.,j(C’,, Q,,))) + C(LD,,/(C2,, ,,,,))I = C(cent(ZD,,/(c,,. ,,,,)}):_, 
2. c(-%)!2]: and so Outcent(ZD,,) z Ker g; x C(?D,,),?,. Thus ;he 
Assertion follows from Lemma 5.2. 
PROlWSl-l’:0N 5.5. 
CokeriLFP(LD,)2-+ C(eD,,)i 2 C(!‘D,,),IC(i’D,)l”. 
ProoJ: There is a commutative diagram 
LFP( PD,) Z C(ccnt(?D,)) /---+ CiT D,,j 
I ii : 
4. ,!I I! 
C(cent(JD,,/(C,,, ,J)) -2-b C( 0 D,/(C?<. ,,,;j). 
Then it is clear that Coker 19 2 Cokerx z Coker xi. Howcvcr. b:, 
Lemma 2.2, 
Coker ;c, Z C(ccnt(ilD,,/(L,:,-8,,)))/C(cenl(ZD,,~(CT?~ ,,rj))l’l 
I C(7D,),/C(LrD,,)“1. 
Thus we obtain Coker 0 z C(ZD,)/C(.d D,)“‘. 
Summarizmg Prepositions 5.1. 5.3: 5.4 and 5.5. we obtain 
TIEOI<EM 5.6. Let D,, be the dihedral group of order 2n. c > 3. I@r!!e 
II = 2”m, 2 C tn, and set 
(I) LFP(~D,)z I-,, x C(?D,), 
(2) Outcent(h 0,) 2 T, >( C(ZD,,),,), and 
(3) 1 L - Conj(WD,)I)U~YID,,)/ = lC(7D,:) : C(;/7D4)l’i !. 
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6. FURTHER RESULTS 
Let G be a finite group. An automorphism f of G is called a class- 
preserving automorphism if, for any (T E G, f(a) and o are conjugate in G. 
Let Aut,(G) denote the group of all class-preserving automorphisms of G 
and let In(G) denote the group of all inner automorphisms of G. WC delinc 
Out,.(G) = Aut,(G)/ln(G). 
Further, for any commutative ring R, we define the groups Autcent(RG), 
In(RG) and Outcent in the same way as in the case where R is a 
Dedekind domain. Then there exists a natural injection Aut,(G) + 
Autcent(HG). This induces a homomorphism Out,(G) + Outcent( 
For a group L and a subgroup H of L, we denote by VL(H) the 
normalizer of H in L. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let R be a commutatise ring and let G be a finite group. 
Then the map Out,(G) -+ Outcent is injectice if and only if N, ,xo(G) = 
U(cent(RG)) . G. 
ProoJ Suppose that Nco,,(G) = U(cent(RG)) . G. Let f E Aut,(G) r‘l 
In(RG). Then there is u E U(RG) such that f = I,, and UGU-’ = G. By 
assumption, we can write u = co for some c E U(cent(RG)) and o E G. and 
therefore f = z, E In(G). This implies that Aut,(G) n In(RG) = In(G). Thus 
the map Out,(G) + Outcent is injective. Conversely, suppose that the 
map Out,(G) + Outcent is injective, i.e.? that Aut,(G) n In(RG) = 
In(G). Let u E N,,o,,(G). Then I, E Aut,(G) n In(RG) c In(G), and 
therefore there is 0 E G such that I, = I,. Hence 0 ‘U E U(cent(RG)), and so 
u E U(cent(RG)) . G. This implies that N,,,,,(G) = U(cent(RG)) . G, which 
completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let G be a finite nilpotent group, and let p, : p2 . . . . . p, 
be all prime divisors of ICI. Then the maps Out,.(G) + Outcent und 
Out,(G) + n:.. , Outcent(Z,,G) are injectice. 
Proof: For the case where G is a p-group, it was proved by Coleman [ I 1 
that N CtFpGj(G) = Went(W)> - G and so it follows from Lemma 6.1 that 
the map Out,(G) + Outcent( F,, G) is injective. For the general case, let G, be 
the Sylow p,-subgroup of G for each 1 < i < t. Then the map Out,.(G) = 
n: , Out,(G,) --f n:= , Outcent(F,,G,) is injective. There is a commutative 
diagram 
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Outcent(k G) ---+ fl Outcent(?,,,G) 
Out, ((3 I 
\, 
+ 
1 [ Outcent(l’,,,G,) - 1’1 Outcent(:l-,,G). 
I 1 I. I 
Hence the maps Out,(G) -+ Outcent(lYG) and Oq (G) + 11: , Outcent(:‘,,,Gi 
are also injective. 
EXAMPIJ 6.3. Sah showed in 111. 4 3 1 that for any prime p, there cxlsts 
a p-group H such that Out,(H) is not abelian. By Proposition 4.2. neither 
Outcent nor Outccnt(::‘,H) is abelian for such a group il. 
PKOPOSITIOS 6.4. If G is a Jinite nilpotent group. then so are botir 
LFP(rTG) and Outcent(3G). Especial&. if G is a p-grow? thei: .w :F 
Outcent( 
ProoJ It IS shown in [4] that if If is a p-group. then so is Outccnt(,,‘,.H;. 
From this fact we deduce that Outcent(7,G) is a p-group for any prim 
p i / G1. Since C(cent(?G)) is contained in the center of LFP(LG). it follows 
that LFP(CG) is nilpotent. The second part can be proved using results 
of [4j. 
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